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Summary

In this paper, Muresan et al. use an open-source, higher-order ice sheet model
(PISM) in an attempt to (1) reproduce speed, ice-front position, and dynamic thickness
changes observed on Greenland’s Jakobshavn glacier during the past ∼15 years, and
(2) to contribute to our understanding of the causes for those changes by analyzing the
model output. In general, the model does a good job of mimicking the observations,
and in this sense, the authors succeed in their first goal. I was less convinced with
respect to the second goal, however. Despite multiple readings, I came away with a
vague understanding that the ongoing acceleration, thinning, and retreat of the calving
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front is being attributed largely to an ice-dynamic response (which is no surprise, based
on lots of previous work), but it was not clear if that was being attributed to some initial
perturbation (e.g., breakup of the initial floating ice tongue in the late 90’s), an ongoing
response to the applied climate forcing (i.e., from SMB or from the ocean “model”), or
possibly just the result of a longer-term model transient that may or may not reflect real
life.

In terms of using the model to provide some kind of deeper insight into the physical
processes responsible for the observed behaviors, I was a bit disappointed. The gen-
eral feeling one gets is that the analysis of the model output is limited to what one might
discern from looking at actual observations. However, with a model, you have much
more available than you do from observations (e.g., you have the full 3d stress and
velocity fields for every time step). It wasn’t clear that some of the assertions for cause
and effect (e.g. loss of resistive stress followed by acceleration retreat) were backed
up by actual analysis of the model output, or if this was merely insight / speculation on
the part of the authors. I’d like to be convinced it is the former, and a figure or two (even
provided in the SI) to back that up would help.

One of the (seemingly) primary conclusions of the paper – that the 2012 acceleration
(which the model cannot reproduce) is somehow attributable to missing model physics
that would be triggered by an extreme melting event during that same year – seems
deeply flawed. There are a whole host of reasons why the model might not be able to
reproduce these observations of speed-up. For some reason the focus and discussion
is only on this one thing. Even if the missing model physics and melt forcing were
added to the model and demonstrated to increase the model skill at matching these
particular observations, that could only be used to argue that these missing physics
(and by inference the extreme melt event) were a possible explanation. Here however,
the authors don’t do that work (admittedly, it would not be easy) but instead just state
de facto that the extreme melt year (and missing model physics) must be the cause for
the mismatch. Then, this is later misleadingly used to make even sketchier, grander
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claims in both the abstract and conclusions of the paper.

General comments / questions

The last part of the abstract (4866 lines 14-20) is very misleading. As discussed further
below, I don’t think you’ve done enough work or analysis to justify the conclusion about
the importance of extreme melt events. And the jump from this unsupported conclusion
to the suggestion that future sea-level rise may be larger than predicted by current
models (because of extreme melt events) is really over reaching.

As discussed further below, the description of the spin-up procedure and the transition
from that to the “forced” model run is confusing to me. It is discussed in more than
one place (e.g., 4869, 5-25 and 4870, 21-25) and it would be nice to have a clear
description of that in one place only.

I’m not sure why the authors are using the 1 km Bamber DEM rather than the relatively
improved Morlighem et al. DEM, which is the same as Bamber in many areas, but
clearly better in others. It could be that in this region, the actual data resolution is such
that the two are very similar, but it seems like this should be discussed / shown at some
point by the authors (even if only in the SI). The Morlighem et al. work clearly demon-
strates some negative aspects of the Bamber DEM in specific regions. These aspects
may not affect the current study, but an effort should me made to assure the reader
of that as the bedrock topography will profoundly impact the ice dynamics response in
this simulation.

Similarly, the ice dynamics will be very sensitive to the grid resolution, and in particular,
the dynamics in the region of the grounding line, which is more-or-less where all the
interesting and important dynamical behaviors are going to originate from in these
simulations. There is some mention of the grounding line parameterization used and
the “reversible groundling line dynamics” demonstrated by Feldmann et al. Still, it would
be good to know if the authors have conducted the MISMIP3d simulations on their
own (with these model settings) and compared them to the benchmarks, in order to
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convince themselves that they are modeling grounding line behavior accurately. I know
that many people remain unconvinced that grounding line dynamics can be modeled
accurately at the coarse grid resolutions discussed in the Feldmann et al. paper (and
are thus similarly skeptical of papers that use Feldmann et al. as a basis for applying
coarse-resolution PISM to problems with grounding line dynamics).

An obvious question that arises is, could some combination of inaccurate bed topogra-
phy and / or low grid resolution be the cause for the lack of the 2012 speed-up (which
the authors go on to attribute to the lack of physics associated with extreme melting
events)?

p.4872, 1-6: At what point were the 50 simulations with different sets of parameters
conducted? Were there 50 different simulations started from the spin-up stage, all with
different parameter settings, or were the different parameter combinations spawned off
from the same modern-day initial condition? If a model is run to quasi-equilibrium with
a specific set of parameter settings, and then those parameter values are changed
(e.g., starting in 1990), the model will very likely experience a significant transient as
it adjusts to the new parameter settings; a step function change in parameter settings
will look very much like a step function change in the model forcing. The authors
should clarify which of the above was done here. If the latter was done, they should
also describe if / how they’ve sorted out what fraction of the models transient behavior
is due to the climate forcing applied as opposed to being due to a change in model
parameters that initiate some (possibly unrealistic) model transient.

The discussion of the “ocean model component” is not very informative. In particular,
it’s not clear to me that there is even a “model” being used here in the sense that most
readers would be familiar with. There are repeated references to the model of Martin
et al. (2011) in terms of additional details. I think it would not hurt to repeat some of
these details here in the SI. Without knowing a bit more about this model, it’s very hard
to understand how important, or unimportant, the ocean forcing is in terms of playing a
role in the model’s behavior.
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Everything on p.4873, lines 1-29, and 4874, lines 1-5, seems like speculation to me.
Worse yet, this speculation builds on itself in order to support much broader claims in
the conclusions (and abstract) of the paper. If the model does not match the observa-
tions (the acceleration in 2012) it could be for many reasons, or many combinations of
reasons (inadequate model resolution, missing model physics, incorrect or incomplete
input / forcing data, etc.). The authors have chosen one of many possible explanations
(missing model physics – specifically a wide range of missing physics with possible
links to rapid surface melting) as the reason for the mismatch. As a hypothesis to be
tested this is fine, but that would require some additional follow up, like implementing
new physics in the model, testing them, and showing they improve the model’s ability
to match the observations. The authors don’t do that here. In fact it doesn’t seem like
they tested anything else to try and understand the mismatch to the 2012 observa-
tions. Thus, it seems very premature to conclude (and strongly at that), “the influence
of enhanced surface melting on JIs dynamics has been proven.” Additional sweeping
conclusions should not also then be built upon this already tenuous conclusion (e.g.,
that simulations of sea-level rise from prognostic ice sheet models may be underesti-
mated because of the particular missing model physics speculated on here).

p.4875, 4-12: It sounds here like the first period of acceleration and retreat is some
kind of transient as the model adjusts from its initial conditions. How confident are
the authors that the longer-term dynamic respond throughout the entire simulation is
not some further manifestation of this same transient? If the climate forcing is held
steady at it’s initial (1990s) values, is the overall model behavior for the remainder of
the simulation very similar or very different? A control run where forcing is held constant
would be very useful for convincing us that we’re not just looking at a model transient
here. If the bulk of the dynamic response is a transient following the spin-up, then that
is useful information (but we would then also need to be convinced that it is a realistic
transient rather than some artifact from a change in model parameters (as mentioned
above)).
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Section 3.2 in general – A goal for this section is to “investigate” processes driving the
dynamic evolution of JI. This investigation seems limited to treating the model output
as observations as opposed to diving deeper into the level of insight the model could
be providing, e.g. like looking at the results for force balance analyses. When you
say “we attribute x to y”, do you mean that you are guessing that is what is happening
based on looking at the model output, or have you actually diagnosed cause and effect
by making calculations with the model output? If the latter, it would bolster the readers
confidence to see some support of this (e.g., in the SI). You could, for instance, show
how “[you] attribute most of the observed 1998 acceleration to a reduction in lateral
stress, retreat of the grounding line . . .”, by showing us a plot of resistive stresses in
time along with a plot of velocities and grounding line positions. As currently written, it
sounds like there is a lot of speculation about what the model is doing. But you have
the information on hand to actually know for certain what the model is doing.

p.4878, 1-14: One of the main “conclusions”, about the 2012 acceleration and its
cause, does not seem supported at all by the simulations and / or analysis presented
in the paper. Either additional experiments need to be done to support these conclu-
sions, or this section (and other prev. sections) need to be heavily re-written to provide
a more inclusive list of possible causes. The model does not match the observations
well over a particular time period but there is no logical way that information alone sup-
ports the importance of the particular process that is focused on here (to the exclusion
of a whole host of other possible missing processes, model simplifications, etc.).

Detailed comments / questions

4867, 10: I think calling out JI’s contribution to global SLR might be a bit much here.
Why not just state that it is important to the Greenland ice sheet’s mass balance (and
hence indirectly to SLR)?

4867, 11-13: Clarify – you mean that demonstrating a model’s predictive skill is a
prerequisite to having confidence in its future projections?
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4869, 1: “it is known to reasonably capture the fast moving grounded ice” -> “has been
shown to reasonably simulate the flow of both grounded and floating ice.”

4869, 2-4: The temperature / enthalpy balance in PISM also accounts for conservation
of energy (through the standard heat equation) in cold ice!

4869, 8-9: Unclear what you mean by here by “computational domain that does not
extend farther than 4000m above the bed”. Is it relevant?

4870, 2: Note that the Bamber DEM has information at 1 km, but that is not the same
as 1 km resolution. Over most of the ice sheet it is based on data that is far sparser
than 1 km.

4870, 20: Why “interpreted as”? It seems to me these are Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions.

4870, 27: “. . . and apply an ice thickness condition.” What does this mean? Is this a
boundary condition?

4871, 5-8: It would be good to demonstrate that, with the model settings and grid
resolutions used here, that this particular model configuration does a reasonable job of
accurate grounding line migration (e.g., by comparing to MISMIP), as opposed to just
pointing to the previous work of others who’ve used the model.

4871, 10: Ocean model “component” is misleading here. Is there actually an ocean
“model” being used here? If so, it should be described with at least a little more detail
in the SI. It’s very hard to tell what exactly is going on here in terms of ocean forcing.
It sounds like some kind of constant temperature / salinity profile is being applied and
the only “forcing” is how deep the ice draft reaches.

4872, 2-6: Do these fifty simulations include the spin-up phase, or are the parameters
only altered in the portion of the simulation that seeks to mimic the past few decades?

4872, 11-14: Again, very hard to understand what is going on here with forcing from the
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ocean. How does this information relate to the description of the ocean “model” given
above? What is F_melt and what is the value of 0.198 m/s supposed to tell us? These
have no wider context as far as I can tell and thus are just confusing when presented
here.

4874, 17-20: Some additional information on the elastic “model” being used here
should be added to the SI.

4875, 16: In general, it’s unclear where the seasonal cycle in velocity in the model is
coming from. Is it from the ocean forcing? From the SMB forcing?

4876, 10-12, 27-29: You discuss the attribution of certain model behaviors to things like
a reduction in lateral drag or a reduction in resistive stress, but there is no indication
as to whether this is coming from some quantitative analysis of the model output (e.g.,
stress balance calculations) or if it is something less rigorous, like your intuition from
looking at the model data.

Figures

Figure 1: I don’t see any “grey filled contour map”. All I see is the shape of Greenland
but it is all “grey” inside (no contours). In the print version, it is also nearly impossible
to see the “blue box”.

Figure 3: Especially in print, it is very hard to see the “filled circles”. They just look
like black circles on top of black lines, making it hard to compare the modeled and
observed profiles at different locations. Would suggest making the colored circles for
the observations quite a bit bigger so they can be seen.

Figure 4: Is it “SMB variability” or just “SMB”?

Interactive comment on The Cryosphere Discuss., 9, 4865, 2015.
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